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INSIGHTS  

        The Newsletter of the 

     OSTOMY ASSOCIATION 
      OF SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY 

                     WELCOME! 
 

The Ostomy Association of Southern 
New Jersey (OASNJ) is dedicated to 
providing information, advocacy  and 
peer support to our members, their family 
and caregivers, and to the area’s intestinal 
and urinary diversion community at large. 
 

We meet regularly to share experiences, 
provide mutual support and learn about 
the latest products and information for 
colostomy, ileostomy, urostomy and con-
tinent diversions. 
 

Meetings are held at the  Virtua-
Memorial Hospital Burlington 
County, located at 175 Madison Avenue, 
Mt. Holly, NJ  08060 in the 1st floor Con-
ference Center.  We meet on the 3rd 
Monday of each month with the ex-
ception of July and August.  The June 
meeting is traditionally held in an area 
restaurant.  Meetings begin at 7:00 pm 
and adjourn by 9:00 pm.  Families 
and friends of ostomy patients are always 
welcome to attend.  There is no fee to at-
tend and refreshments are served. 
 

For more information about  the 
OASNJ, contact us at our NEW web-
site...   www.ostomygroupsnj.org  
 

                  AFFILIATION:  
 

OASNJ is an affiliate of UOAA, the  
United Ostomy Associations of 
America. It has IRS 501(c)(3) Charity 
Status and  360 affiliates nationwide.  
Contact UOAA  at  800-826-0826  or 
www.ostomy.org   For more info sign 
on to    Twitter.com/UOAA   or  
Facebook.com/UOAAinc.  

       _________ SCHEDULE______________ 

SEPTEMBER 18, 2017  Stephanie will share her ex-
perience at the Irvine Conference.  Ostomy Awareness 
Day plans. Open discussion about how your summer 
went & programs you would like at upcoming meetings.  
 

OCTOBER 16, 2017  Program to be announced  
 

NOVEMBER 20, 2017  Program to be announced  
 

             OASNJ  Satellite Support Groups        .            
Where:  Virtua Health and Wellness Center,  
401 Young Avenue, Moorestown, NJ 
When:  The 1st Wednesday of the month, from Noon to 
2:00 PM .. The next meeting  is September 6    
Contact Lois Moskowitz, 609-707-4368  for information. 

 

Where: Virtua Health and Wellness Center,  
200 Bowman Drive, Voorhees  
When:  The 4th Monday of the month, from Noon to 
2:00 PM .. The next meeting  is September 25th. 
Contact: Lois Moskowitz, 609-707-4368  for information 
 

Attention Gloucester County Ostomates and any-
one else that is interested!  The Woodbury Ostomy Sup-
port Group meets the 3rd Wednesday of each month at 
the Inspira Medical Center Woodbury, Medical Arts 
Building, Suite #14  Contact Kathy Pfleger at 
pflegerk@ihn.org  for info about Sept. 25th meeting 

 

Attention Cumberland County Ostomates and any-
one else that is interested!  The Cumberland County 
Ostomy Support Group meets the 4th Wednesday at 
the Inspira Medical Center  Vineland. Contact: Jeanne 
Spencer 856-327-6505 for info about Sept 27th  meet-
ing 
 

VISITING PROGRAM: If you, or someone you know is 
in need of a trained ostomy patient visitor, call Sandy 
Ritter at  856-983-1433  to arrange for an in-person or 
telephone visit.  

 

Production and distribution of  this  
INSIGHTS  newsletter is made possible thanks to 

the  generosity of the:  
   

  AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY. 

 

http://www.ostomysnj.org
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EXECUTIVE TEAM OF THE OSTOMY ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN NEWJERSEY 

 

Ken Aukett .. Chair, Newsletter Editor, Treasurer    George Bishop ... Board Member 
609-315-8115 ... kenaukett@gmail.com                609-871-6920 ... bishop.george12@comcast.net 
 

Cos Contento ... Board Member                               Vikki Brisko  ... Board Member 
856-235-1899 ... chcontento@aol.com                  vikki_bee@comcast.net 
 

Sandy Ritter ... Visiting Program Coordinator             
856-983-1433 ... sanritter@comcast.net                                    Medical Advisors                
 

Kathleen Schuler ... Board Member                          Avi S. Galler, MD. Colon & Rectal Surgeon 
856-577-2664 ...   kaschul119@gmail.com            856-247-7210 … agaller@virtua.org  
 

Lois Moskowitz ... Patient Advocate, Chair Wed Grp    Jane N. Johnson, CWOCN, MSN, APRN, ANP-C 
856-273-1493 ...  strongcoffee1@verizon.net       856-247-7260  jjohnson7@virtua.org 

                                            
DISCLAIMER :   No suggestions made, or any products named in any article or advertisement in this news-

letter, at our meetings or recommended by a member of our organization is to be considered as an endorse-
ment by the Ostomy Association of Southern New Jersey or the United Ostomy Associations of America, Inc.. 
Always consult your doctor and/or WOCNurse before using any products of ostomy management procedures 
published in this newsletter. 
 

OSTOMY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTORS               OSTOMY PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS 

American Ostomy Supply .... (800) 858-5858   Coloplast  ..........................   (888) 726-7872        
Bruce Medical Supply ....... .. (800) 225-8446 ConvaTec  ..........................  (800) 422-8811 
Byram Healthcare .................(877) 90-BYRAM Cymed ...............................  (800) 582-0707 
Edgepark Surgical .................(800) 321-0591 Dansac ..............................  (800) 538-0890 
Express Medical Supply ........(800) 633-2139 Securi-T USA........................  (877) 726-4400 
Liberty Medical Supply ..........(866) 486-2379 Hollister Incorporated ......  (888) 740-8999 
Medical Care Products ..........(800) 741-0110 Marlen Manufacturing  .... (216) 292-7060 
Ostomy Care Supply ..............(866) 207-5909 New Hope Laboratories ...  (800) 899-5017 
Parthenon ..............................(800) 453-8898 Ostaway x-Bag  .................  (800) 774-6097 
SGV .......................................(800) 395-6099 Ostomy Secrets  ................  (800) 518-8515 
Shield Healthcare ..................(800)-675-8847 Schena Ostomy Technologies 239-263-9957   
Sterling Medical Services ......(877)-856-1286          Torbot  ..............................    (800) 545-4254 
TOTAL eMEDICAL ............... (800)-809-9806          Trio Ostomy Care USA          (844)-331-8746 
 

WOUND, OSTOMY and CONTINENCE NURSES SOCIETY  ... www.wocn.org 
 

Area WOCNurses: 
Kathy  Judge              (856) 247-7260                                                                        
Arlene Peahota (856) 764-6634  Diane Wagner             (215) 707-3092 
Kathy Pfleger (856) 845-0100 x 3725__________  Gillian Reeve_______ (856) 566-2059                      

 

Nancy Fonte, WOCN ... (609)-484-7300 ext 185 ... Nancy.Fonte@atlanticare.org  
Ostomy Support Group meets 2nd Wed of each month at 4:00 PM at the Atlanticare Center,  

2500  English Creek Avenue, Bldg 400, Egg Harbor Township, NJ  
 

WHEN TO CALL A DOCTOR OR WOC NURSE 

1. If cramps last more than two or three hours. 
2. If you get a deep cut in your stoma or bleeding at the juncture of the skin and stoma. 
3. If you have excessive bleeding from the stoma opening or a moderate amount in the 

pouch after several emptying. 
4. If you have a strong odor lasting more than a week. 
5. If you have severe skin irritation or deep ulcers. 
6. If you have severe watery discharge lasting more than five or six hours. 
7. If you have an unusual change in the size or appearance of your stoma. 
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This year, UOAA is celebrating our national Ostomy Awareness Day (OAD) on Saturday, October 7th.  
 
Our theme is “Navigate the Journey Together”.  The intent of this theme is expand on the Irvine 
Conference theme "Journey to a Bright Future". More importantly, it will stress that patients are not 
alone as they navigate through their journey …  as they take their first step towards surgery or as they are 
living with an ostomy or continent diversion.  
 
It is also an opportunity for people to recognize those who support them on their journey, whether it’s a 
WOC Nurse, parent, spouse or friend.   
 
As a way to promote Ostomy Awareness Day and kick-off this year’s events, a short video has been made 
of our own Stephanie Urzi singing “Rise Up” by Andra Day.  She is surrounded by people attending 
the Conference who are living with an ostomy or continent diversion and the family/friends that are sup-
porting them on their journey.  Stephanie is a member of the Advocacy Committee.  

 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 

UOAA 4th Annual “Run For Resilience” Ostomy 5k 

October 6th, Durham, North Carolina 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sign Up Today!!!  You are guaranteed a race tech shirt if you sign up before September 20th.  There will 

be fabulous silent auction, DJ, kids race and activities plus race day energy foods.    
Visit the UOAA website for location and hotel details and to sign up. 

www,ostomy.org 
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I’ve been working a lot lately, which got me thinking about my work ethic compared to others. 
I know many people with chronic illness, myself included, who’ve said, “I feel like I have to 
work harder because I’m sick.” I’d like to say a few things on this topic because of an incident 
that happened at my job. 
 

I am always straightforward about having Crohn’s Disease and an ileostomy with all employ-
ers. That’s my decision because if something happens I can keep my manager in the loop, 
which makes it easier (and understanding) for both of us. Since I’m prone to having sick days, 
the down side to disclosing this info is feeling like I need to work harder than my co-workers to 
prove my worth. 

“Dedication. Hard worker. Dependable. Sarah will go any length to get her 
work done.” 
 

That’s how my boss describes me and I’m proud of it. It’s worth all my efforts to receive com-
pliments like this, because some days it’s so hard and mentally draining to get out of bed. 
There have been days I work so hard, that by the end of my shift I can barely walk. That’s just 
how it goes sometimes when you live with a chronic illness, but I wish “healthy” people would 
understand there are moments where I just need to take a break. 
 

I had a co-worker ask me why I was sitting down and not doing my job during the last 10 min-
utes of my shift. I got offended because I went non-stop all day (almost 12 hours) and at that 
moment used up my ‘last spoon for the day’. I just couldn’t keep going anymore. I needed a 
minute to rest. 

On top of that, I hate using public bathrooms when it comes to emptying my ostomy bag. Be-
ing that I work in a restaurant, I just can’t find it in me to empty my bag in the restroom, so by 
the end of the day my bag is pretty full. It looks funny with me wearing tight pants, ha-ha, so I 
sometimes sit down to make it less noticeable. 

To all the people working with someone who has an ostomy or chronic illness… 
 

If you are aware that your co-worker has a medical condition (whether you know what it is or 
not), and you see them resting or “slacking” (as some would say)… PLEASE don’t go off, freak 
out, or anything, just give them that moment without judgment. Stress is a major trigger for a 
lot of us and your rude comment could be the straw that broke the camel’s back. 
 

Plus, every two weeks I take Humira which makes all my joints hurt and I feel extra fatigue, it’s 
really rough. I am learning that even though I will always go above and beyond at my job, I 
need to slow down and take my time when I start feeling bad because I don’t want to end up in 
the hospital. My health should always come first. 

 
 

A Note To My Co-Workers 
About My Ostomy And  

Illness 
by Sarah Rae Mattacchione 

via OSTOMYCONNECTION 

http://www.butyoudontlooksick.com/articles/written-by-christine/the-spoon-theory/
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(continued from page 4)  I struggle with self-care, it’s a slow learning process. 

When I’m not sick, all I want to do is live, work and do all the things that don’t involve having an illness. I 
bought I shirt recently that read, “I am not bossy, I’m the boss.” I keep that mindset and so should you, but 
when you’re not feeling 100% it’s best to slow down and let your superiors know because they  can help you.  

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

My Initial Thoughts About A Colostomy Weren’t Altogether     
Positive 

by Robin Glover  via OSTOMYCONNECTION 
 

Can you smell that smell? 

 

It’s amazing the things you get used to. If you told me eight months ago that I’d wake up at 3:30 in the 
morning with sh** on my stomach and think nothing of it, I would have called you a liar.   A dirty liar,                                                                                                                                  
in fact. 

 

But, waking up to discover just this very thing has become a part of my life. In a perfect world, there’d 
be no blowouts or leaks and everything would stay where it’s supposed to. However, as someone poop-
ing in a bag attached to his stomach, the fact that life does not work out perfectly all the time doesn’t 
come as much of a surprise. 

 

I’ve gotten used to it though. When the doctors first mentioned a colostomy bag it sounded like the 
worst possible thing in the world. It sounded like a life sentence of being gross and undesirable. I had 
heard of colostomies before and knew they were for incontinent old people who smelled bad. 

 

I mean, seriously, poop coming out of my stomach? Really? I’m supposed to live like that? Just go 
ahead and end it now because my life would be over as I knew it. 
 

But, I got used to it. Not right away, though. I was pretty depressed at times through those first few 
weeks. Some of my first thoughts were not being thankful I was alive, but being crushed that I’d never 
find love and no one would ever want me because of this stupid bag. Here I am, 34 and single and 
defecating into a bag. I gotta tell you, it doesn’t do much for the confidence. And then they want you to 
change it. They want you to peel the bag off your skin and look at yourself in the mirror while you do it. 
The first time I had to do it myself I couldn’t stand the sight of the huge, gaping hole in my stomach. It 
was an awful experience. I shook, dripped with sweat, and tried to cover it up as quickly as possible. 
But I got used to it. 

 

For a while, I still dreaded having to change it. What if I start going while I don’t have the bag on? 
What if poop starts pouring out of the hole while I’m standing in front of the mirror? Well, the what-ifs 
happened and, while never pleasant, they were never overwhelming. They were just another thing I 
got used to. 

 

So when I smell that smell and wake up to find that my bag has spilled out, it’s a simple “darn it” and 
then getting up to fix it. I take off the old bag, wipe myself clean, wash up, and put on a new bag. Then 
go back to bed. Not a big deal. It doesn’t happen that often either, and I can usually trace it back to 
those all those beans I shouldn’t have had at dinner. 
 

Yes, I’ve gotten used to having stool on my stomach. I’ve gotten used to peeling off a dirty bag and then 
staring at myself in the mirror while I put on a new one. It’s nothing now. It’s easy.  The worst thing I 
thought could ever happen to me has turned into just another ordinary aspect of life   —  one more re-
minder that life can be pretty sh**y at times, but it’s almost never as bad as you think it will be. 
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An ostomy is a surgically created opening near the abdomen designed to collect waste once the rec-
tum is removed. Staci felt perfectly fine with this option, as it meant she had her life. She is not in-
hibited by her ostomy, and feels blessed that she can still play with her kids and share her survival 
story to encourage other moms and ostomy patients. 
 
Why I started to “Irrigate” 

Irrigation: it’s not just for crops anymore! Here’s another spin on life as an ostomate. 
 

The first year with a colostomy, I often felt like I was dressing someone else’s body (I was also in full
-blown menopause because of radiation, but that’s a subject for another time). Recovering from sur-
gery took much longer than I was prepared for. I had a difficult time finding clothes that I could feel 
comfortable in, clothes that could easily hide the bag or clothes that would give a little when the bag 
would fill. 
 

During the second year I began to feel a little better. 
 
With the help of physical therapy, I was getting stronger, and the more I exercised the more energy I 
had. As my abdomen healed, finding clothes seemed to be less challenging. It was during this time 
that I began to contemplate the possibility of irrigation. During a conversation with my surgeon 
early on in my journey, his nurse had mentioned the process, telling me that irrigation is only effec-
tive for patients with a colostomy, so it was an option for me. Simply put, water is used to flush out 
the colon through the stoma. If this is done routinely (every day to start, although some ostomates 
find they can go two or three full days between irrigating once they’ve been doing it for a while), the 
body is “trained” to only empty during that time. 
 
If patients are dedicated to this process, they can possibly get away with only wearing a stoma cap or 
a bandage to cover the stoma, so wearing an ostomy bag is no longer necessary. This process takes 
dedication, and I wasn’t sure if I would ever be brave enough to try this, but I ordered an irrigation 
kit just in case.                                                                              (continued on page 7) 

Why I Decided To Start Trying The 
Colostomy Irrigation Process 

 

by Staci Wills   via  OSTOMYCONNECTION 
 

At 32 Staci Wills loved staying at home with her three 
young children and finishing up the last semester of her 
Master’s degree in Curriculum & Assessment. When she be-
gan seeing blood in her stool, she saw a family physician 
who suggested it was just hemorrhoids and wanted to pre-
scribe anti-anxiety medication.  
 

Less than six months later, Staci began bleeding every day 
and experienced pain, urgency to use the restroom and con-
stipation. She was referred to a gastroenterologist who soon 
found a mass in the lowest area of her rectum. A colono-
scopy was performed and her doctor confirmed she had 
cancer.  
 

She received radiation and chemotherapy before surgery. 
Because of her tumor location Staci needed a permanent 
ostomy.  
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(continued from page 6)   I thought a bikini was something from my past and never to 
be seen again. 
 
One day while looking through a fellow Colon Club (www.colonclub.org) Colondar model and 
ostomate’s Facebook photos (Becca Babcock, Miss August, 2008), I saw that she was wearing a 
bandage on her abdomen, AND she was wearing a bikini at the beach. While she had a different 
type of colostomy, I was instantly inspired to try that foreign process of irrigation. It’s not that I 
hated wearing a bag, but as much as I tried to conceal the appliance, it still had a huge influence 
on my clothing options. 

I called my husband to tell him that I was going bikini shopping, and I called my ostomy nurse to 
schedule an appointment to learn more about this process. That night I made the decision to 
commit a portion of my time every evening to irrigating. That was seven months ago, and since 
then the only time my body has “emptied” without irrigating was if I was sick or ate something 
that didn’t agree with my colon. 

Colostomy irrigation has been a liberating experience. 

I no longer worry about carrying supplies with me. I’m not brave enough to go without a “bag” 
very often, but that time is coming. I no longer worry about clothing choices, and I can’t remem-
ber the last time I asked my husband if he could see the appliance through my shirt. As with most 
colorectal cancer patients and survivors, the term “poop pain” is common jargon. For a few colos-
tomy patients, “poop pain” means things are moving too slowly through the colon. 
 
With irrigation, most times I can quickly relieve these pains with a flush of the colon. I also tend 
to feel less bloated and less gassy. I no longer even think about the possibility of pooping in pub-
lic. I feel so much more like my old self without these concerns. I no longer feel like I’m dressing 
someone else. Now into year three, I have embraced my colostomy. 

 

 

   Take H2ORS for dehydration—it works!  

http://colonclub.com/colondar-2-0/
https://colonclub.com/crazy-projects/the-2008-colondar/2008-models/
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9 Things You Should Know Before Placing An Order For  Ostomy 
Supplies 

 

Ordering medical supplies is an ongoing necessity if you have an ostomy. If you’re a brand new ostomate, 
placing your first order can feel a bit overwhelming. There are over 20,000 brick-and-mortar durable 
medical equipment shops in the United States, and quite a few on-line medical supply stores to note. Once 
you find the right supplier, here are some helpful things you should know before placing an order for 
ostomy products.                                                                                                                                                                          

1. Know which type of ostomy you have.                                                                         
This is a very common mistake whether you’re a brand new ostomate or your loved one just had ostomy 
surgery. There are three main types of ostomies; colostomy, ileostomy or urostomy (the first two fecal and 
the last urinary). It’s okay if you’re unsure, you can simply call your doctor or ostomy nurse. Knowing 
which type you have will help you help them.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

2. Know the brand of ostomy supplies you are using.                                            
Lucky for you, there are many manufacturers of ostomy products to choose from these days. Some of the 
most common brands include: B. Braun, Coloplast, ConvaTec, Cymed, Hollister, Marlen, Nu-Hope, Safe-n
-Simple,  Securi-T-USA, and Torbot.                                                                                                                                                                         

3. Create a list of ostomy product reference numbers.                                         
Now that you know your ostomy type and brand, next you’ll need to know which products you use to en-
sure you’re getting the right supplies. All ostomy products and accessories have reference numbers. For 
ease when placing your next order, have your invoice slip available from your last order as it includes the 
product information for the products you need.                                                                                                         

4. Know how many of each item you need.                                                                 
Knowing how much to order depends a lot on your needs. If you’re a brand new ostomate, you might need 
more supplies due to frequent appliance changes. As you begin to heal from surgery, your needs may 
change or you might try different products. We suggest you keep at least a one-month supply on hand at 
all times (note: This suggestion may not apply when Medicare patients try to order.)                                                                                                                                                                            

5. Be prepared to choose alternate products.                                                             
While most products are stocked, inventory changes daily. Sometimes manufacturers have a back order 
and you might not be able to get the product you want for a few weeks or months. Know what else you can 
use or at least be open to the idea of trying something different in case this happens.                                     

6. Ask about free sample products.                                                                                   
This is a great way to try new things! Many manufacturers provide samples of their newest products.                                                                                                                                                                              

7. How are you going to pay?                                                                                              
Most online suppliers and retail medical stores take credit cards or bank checks, but not all companies 
take insurance or Medicare. Talk to the billing department first, to ensure maximum benefits are received. 
If using insurance or Medicare, have your relevant information up to date and handy.                                                                                                                                                                 

8. Ask how long it will take to deliver your order .                                                                           
Since each medical supplier is different, it’s important to ask how long the shipment will take, especially if 
you’re running low. Also know that shipping might cost extra, however many companies have free ship-
ping with a minimum purchase.                                                                                                                                                   
9. Ask about their return policy for ostomy supplies.                                                 
It’s always a good idea to ask about the return policy because return shipping is sometimes the responsi-
bility of the customer. Once you receive your items, always double check to make sure they are the items 
you ordered. 
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!!  
Virtua Hospital Ostomy Outpatient Clinics 

 

Jane N. Johnson, CWOCN, MSN, APRN, ANP-C and Kathy K. Judge ACNS-BC, NP-C, NEA-BC, 
CWON-AP,  have advised that Virtua has two ostomy outpatient clinics, one in Virtua Memorial 
Hospital, 175 Madison Avenue, Mt. Holly headed up by Jane, and one in the Virtua Health and 
Wellness Center, 200 Bowman Drive, Suite E Voorhees  headed up by Kathy and these medical pro-
fessionals are available to help patients  that have problems with their ostomy appliances or other 
related medical issues. At the surgeons request they can also  stoma site pre-op patients. Appoint-
ment to see either Jane or Kathy can be obtained by calling 856-247-7260 

 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

Picture This! 

A UOAA National Conference is Coming to Philadelphia 

August 6 –10, 2019 … Sheraton Downtown Hotel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

Benjamin Franklin Quotes                                                                       

Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.   

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest. 
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~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~   
OSTOMY ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY  

 

Membership in the Ostomy Association of Southern New Jersey is open to all persons in-
terested in ostomy rehabilitation.  Membership dues are only $10.00 per year. 
 

PLEASE PRINT THIS INFORMATION: 
 

NAME: ________________________________________________  PHONE: ____-_____-_______ 
 

ADDRESS: ________________________________________ EMAIL: ________________________ 
 

CITY: _________________________________ STATE: _______ ZIPCODE: ____________________ 
 

To help us complete our records, please answer the following: 
 

Please check if you have/are: 
____ Colostomy           ____ Continent Ileostomy      ____  Other: ___________________________ 
____ Ileostomy            ____ Continent Urostomy       ____  Spouse/partner/family member 
____ Urostomy            ____ Ileo-anal Pull Thru           ____  Friend 
 

Date(s) of Ostomy Surgery: ________________________________  Date of Birth: ____________ 
 

Make check payable to “OASNJ” and mail to: 
 Ken Aukett, P.O. Box 318, Collingswood, NJ 08108 

 Cheesecake for Dessert …  and throughout, Unlim-

ited 

 Coffee, Hot Tea, Unsweetened Ice Tea, Lemonade & 

Soda 

and Your Choice of the Following Entrees: 
   

GRILLED FILLET OF SALMON with Mashed 
Potatoes and String Beans 

 

CHICKEN FRANCESE with Linguine 

VEAL PARMIGIANA with Linguine 

................................ cut and send reservations by June 

9th ................................ 
    Name/s: 

                      ___________________________________________       

_____________________________________________ 

                                                                    Your Name                                                          Companion’s Name 


